
ENDING GUN VIOLENCE:
THE NEXT QUAKER REVOLUTION



Gun Violence Prevention Committee

Began in December 2017
 1st goals that emerged were to get information to meeting  

members

Encourage voting in relation to common sense gun safety 

measures & ↑ knowledge of legislators /candidates positions

Get familiar with the numerous gun safety organizations 

 Then started gathering information about what other meetings 

and groups are doing about gun violence

Connected with Heeding Gods Call to End Gun Violence



Gun Violence Prevention Committee

 Led to do something more community 

oriented

Memorial to the Lost – T-Shirt Display

The Witness Day Ceremony

A Special Speaker on Gun Violence 

And this Quarterly meeting program



Writing names on 

T-Shirts for the 

memorial.

T-Shirt Memorial 

installation
Writing names on 

T-Shirts for the 

memorial.



SPEAKER ON GUN 

VIOLENCE

RICHIE SCHULZ

T-Shirt Memorial

Display

Simple but profound 

remembrance for 
those in our Memorial 

to the Lost

Witness Day
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OF GUN

VIOLENCE

Deaths

Injuries

Traumatization



Gun Violence Numbers 2018      (Gun Violence Archive)

Friday PM Sat AM

Number of Deaths        12,822                12,833       +11

Humber of Injuries          24,744               24,788   +44

Mass Shootings                313                    313          0

Unintentional Shootings 1,389 1,391 +2

Defensive Use 1,533 1,561 +28

Children (0-11) killed/injured 574 587       +13 

Teens (12-17) killed/injured 2,440 2,483      +43

Total incidents involving a gun 50,106 50,145 +139
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The Mental Illness Scapegoat
Rep 5.25 x 

the # war



Intimate Partner Gun Violence

For Women in America

 5.3 million incidents of violence occur each year

 5x times more likely that a woman will be killed when a gun 

is present

 16 times more likely to be killed with a gun than women in 
other high-income countries, making US the most dangerous in the developed 

world when it comes to gun violence against women. 

 In an average month, 50 American women are shot to death



Intimate Partner Gun Violence

 Nearly 1 million women alive today have been shot, or shot at, 
by an intimate partner.

 About 4.5 million American women alive today have been 
threatened with a gun by an intimate partner.

 An analysis of mass shootings from 2009 to 2016 shows that in 
54 percent of mass shootings, the shooters killed intimate 
partners or other family members.

California 2014 - Domestic gun deaths are a one-way street: 

24 % of women killed were killed by a spouse, compared to 0.6 percent of male victims.



More Murders with Hammers than Rifles Claim

This claim is misleading and FALSE

 The comparison of these items is distorted to support their 
agenda  (no more regulations around gun ownership)

 There are indeed more murders by blunt object than by 
rifle in some reporting years

 FBI stats for blunt objects does not differentiate between 
different blunt objects
 hammers, clubs, tire irons, nunchuks, bricks, crowbars, baseball bats, beer bottles, billy

clubs, poles, cinderblocks, irons, and dozens of other weapons that are used to bludgeon 
people



More Murders with Hammers than Rifles Claims

An actual comparison for 2017 reveals

10,982 people were murdered by one type of 

weapon  =  guns (all guns totaled)

Less than half that amount - 4,147 were killed by 

every other weapon known to man 



Circumstances

Total
murder
victims

Total
firearms Handguns Rifles Shotguns

Other
guns or
type not
stated

Knives or
cutting

instruments

Blunt
objects
(clubs,

hammers,
etc.)

Total 15,129 10,982 7,032 403 264 3,283 1,591 467

FBI Uniform Crime Reporting

Expanded Homicide Data Table 11

Murder Circumstances by Weapon, 2017

Circumstances

Personal
weapons

(hands,

fists, feet,
etc.) Poison

Pushed
or

thrown
out

window Explosives Fire Narcotics Drowning Strangulation Asphyxiation Other

Total 692 13 4 0 103 97 8 88 105 979

https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2017/crime-in-the-u.s.-2017/tables/expanded-homicide-data-table-11.xls



Caveat About Statistics

These numbers reflect  

reported incidents

Gun homicides where body is hidden

Gun incidents where police/hospital not 
involved



► Gun violence has many different forms & perpetrators

Inner city violence   |     Criminal Activity     |  Suicides

Intimate Partner Violence    |   Mass shootings ( hate &  rage )

► 90% of guns used in criminal activity can be traced back 

to 5% of gun shops

► Individuals who die by suicide via a gun overwhelmingly 

owned the gun leagally

► So one type of gun safety legislation will not have a 

significant impact on its own 

 When one type of new regulation is passed – gun rights advocates will say regulation is 

ineffective when another shooting occurs 

Beyond The Raw Numbers 



Non Fatal Gun Injuries



Non Fatal Gun Injuries

As of November 17, 2018

24,788 injuries from guns in the US 

Almost double the number of deaths  - 12,833



Non-Fatal Injuries 
permanent disability/deformity

Physical
 Spinal -mobility issues – paralysis

Head trauma – neurological issues –loss of functioning

Organ loss – failure – ostomy bags   

Lifelong Risks of increased poverty

Economic injury to Individuals & society
 Cost of emergency/acute healthcare - Intensive rehabs 

 Occupational impairments of those injured (& lost work of caretakers)

 Mental health costs are generally not calculated  



Apple

$174 Billon 
$229 Billon 

$251 Billon 



Since 

being shot 

five times, 

Parkland 

survivor 

Anthony 

Borges has 

worn a 

colostomy 

bag. 
Photo: Michael Avedon 



Miles Turner V, 18, 

shot at least five times 

on a Chicago sidewalk 

last October. 

Doctors believed he 

might die, but he 

survived.

- CHICAGO (Reuters) 



November 15, 2004 
The Cost of Surviving

Jennifer Longdon and her fiancé pulled 

into a strip mall parking lot in Phoenix 

to get some dinner when a truck 

sideswiped theirs and a man got out 

and began shooting. 

Her fiancé took a bullet through the 

brain that left him profoundly impaired. 

Longdon was shot in the spine and left 

paralyzed from the chest down.



Psychological  Traumatization



Traumatization

Psychological Trauma is Widespread

 Family members – friends – coworkers - neighbors  - whole 

communities
Las Vegas shooting – hotel guests |   Malls/Movie Theater – every shopper 

 Individuals who share a characteristic with those targeted 
2016 Gay night club in Fla  |  School shootings   |  Religious & Racial Targets

Vicarious /Secondary Trauma for Our First Responders 

Police – EMTs – Fire - Medical & other staff at Hospitals – Rehab staff



Traumatization
 Post Traumatic Stress reactions can be life long 

anxiety  – hyper vigilance  – fear of going out   – nightmares 

poor sleep  – depression  - suicide

We really don’t do a good job of treating the 
psychological trauma 
 immediate intervention needed 

 longer term supports to prevent serious symptoms and impairment

 Cost of mental health care due to traumatization are not 
even tracked when research is done on the cost of gun 
violence to the U.S. economy.



Lakayla’s Vicarious Trauma Story

Surviving means outliving friends

Dr. David Soglin
Chief Medical Offcier La Rabida Children's Hospital -

Chicago's South Side 

During Lakayla Lymus’s last two years at 

Miami Northwestern Senior High School, 

four of her friends were shot and killed -

all in separate incidents outside of school 



Major 

Issues 

Around 

Gun Safety 

Regulation

 The 2nd Amendment 

Argument

 The Mental Illness 

Scapegoat 

 The Silent Suicide 

Epidemic 

 Red Flag Laws



The 2nd Amendment



The 2nd Amendment Argument

Gun Safety Regulation ≠ Anti 2nd Amendment or 

Anti Gun Ownership

Misinformation about the 2nd amendment, 

individual gun ownership & Supreme Court decision

It did not say that gun ownership was a free for all –

in fact it indicated quite the opposite



Supreme Court Decision on Individual 

Gun Ownership

District of Columbia v. Heller – June 26, 2008

On pp. 54 and 55, the majority opinion, written by conservative 
bastion Justice Antonin Scalia, states: 

“Like most rights, the right secured by the Second 
Amendment is not unlimited…”. 

It is “…not a right to keep and carry any weapon 
whatsoever in any manner whatsoever and for 

whatever purpose.”



Supreme Court Decision on Individual 

Gun Ownership

“Nothing in our opinion should be taken to cast 

doubt on longstanding prohibitions on the 

possession of firearms by felons and the mentally ill, 

or laws forbidding the carrying of firearms in sensitive 

places such as schools and government buildings, 

or laws imposing conditions and qualifications on 

the commercial sale of arms.”



Supreme Court Decision on Individual 

Gun Ownership

 “We also recognize another important limitation on the 

right to keep and carry arms. Miller (an earlier case) said, 

as we have explained, that the sorts of weapons protected 

were those “in common use at the time”. We think that 

limitation is fairly supported by the historical tradition of 

prohibiting the carrying of ‘dangerous and unusual 

weapons. ” 

 The court even recognizes a long-standing judicial precedent 

“…to consider… prohibitions on carrying concealed weapons.” 



A link to supreme court Heller decision and 

other articles about the 2nd Amendment are 

on the handout of sources.



The Mental Illness Scapegoat



The Mental Illness Scapegoat



The Mental Illness Scapegoat

 The 4% violence stat refers to any kind of violence –

not just gun violence

Even when violence is perpetrated by an individual 

with a history / diagnosable MI – the MI may not be 

causal factor 

Research consistently shows people with mental 

illness are more likely to be a victim of violence than 

to be a perpetrator



The Mental Illness Scapegoat
Some Data Ignored

If mental illness really is culprit # 1 . . . .  .

The U.S. makes up 5% of the world’s population, 

The rate of people with mental illness is on par with that of people 

with mental illness in the , 

Therefore  . . . .  our mass shootings should make up 5% of the world’s mass 

shootings total. 

Our mass shootings make up 31% of the world’s total  

6 x what it statistically should be if mental illness alone were the issue.

https://scholarday.com/gun-violence-and-mental-health/

https://www.cnn.com/2016/06/13/health/mass-shootings-in-america-in-charts-and-graphs-trnd/index.html
http://www.who.int/whr/2001/media_centre/press_release/en/


The Mental Illness Scapegoat
Mental Health Issues  vs   Mental Illness

Having ”mental health issues” like getting in fights at school, 

beating your spouse, or being a loner who spends too much 

time on Internet hate sites is different from having a mental 

illness like schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. 

Most mass shooters are not driven by delusions or voices in 

their head…..

Angry at perceived injustices that have befallen them at the 

hands of others – they are driven by a need to wield power



RAGE

ARE NOT 

MENTAL ILLNESSES

HATE &



Hurt People . . . . Hurt People



The Silent Suicide Epidemic



Silent Suicide Epidemic

Suicide rates have been increasing since 1999

Suicide is the 10th leading cause of death in the U.S.

About 1 person dies by suicide every 12 minutes 

That makes about 121 people every day  =  44,965 in 2017

Some means of suicide are more lethal than others

Self inflicted gun deaths makes up  50 % of suicide deaths in the US

making the total deaths by gun roughly 34,800/yr.



Silent Suicide Epidemic

 9 out of 10 suicide attempts with a gun are fatal

 90% of people who survive a very lethal suicide attempt do 

not go on to die by suicide 

Means restriction is a very effective form for preventing 

an acute suicidal crisis death

Great Britain – gas ovens /  Sri Lanka - pesticide

Medications / drugs / knives / a gun



EXTREME RISK PROTECTION ORDERS

GUN VIOLENCE PROTECTION ORDERS 

RED FLAG LAWS



They Provide Ability to Focus on 

Violent Behaviors and Not

on a Diagnosis.



Extreme Risk Protection Orders /

Red Flag Laws 
A court-issued civil order where a judge has upheld that 

there is a high risk

 Temporarily prohibits the purchase, possession of firearms 
and requires the removal of any firearms currently 
possessed while the order is in effect.

 Emergency ERPOs where the person at risk is not involved can happen 
quickly 

 Then a hearing is usually mandated to occur within a time period 
where the individual can appear before the court 



Extreme Risk Protection Orders /

Red Flag Laws

 Prior to the February shooting in Parkland Fla 5 states had a ERPO 

Connecticut –1999 | Indiana - 2005  |  California -2015  |  Washington – 2016  |  Oregon -2017

 Since Parkland 9 more states have passed ERPO  laws

Delaware  |    Florida   |   Maryland    |   Massachusetts    |    Rhode Island   |   Vermont      

New Jersey - September 1, 2019   |     Illinois - January 1, 2019 

 PA Had one introduced by Montco Rep Todd Stephens – NRA 

watered down and then mobilized their members to squash it

Despite the top NRA lobbyist calling on congress to pass such legislation right after 

the Parkland shooting



EXTREME RISK PROTECTION ORDERS / 

RED FLAG LAWS 

Red Flag Laws have advantages over laws based on a 

mental illness / diagnosis

 Focus on current behaviors that demonstrate risk

Ability to capture anyone who is at risk for violence to  

self or others



Even in a perfect world we wouldn’t be able to predict with 100% 

accuracy who is going to committee violence and exactly when 

they swill commit it 

For many acts of gun violence there are “red flags” - behaviors 

that point in the direction of outward violence 
►An obsession with weapons 

►A fixation on images of violence 

►Vocalizing thoughts of wanting to kill people / get revenge 

►Posting disturbing videos 

►History of aggressive acts

Pathway to Violence 
► Unshakeable sense of grievance 

► Triggering thoughts of hurting people

► Leads to planning and preparation for an attack



MH Community Can’t  Do It Alone

Threat Assessment Teams   - Paradigm shift 

 Viewing police as “Public Safety Officers” vs. “Law Enforcement 
Officers” 

 They can participate in threat mitigation  - Prevention over 
Prosecution 

Multi disciplinary teams with MH professionals, police, safety 
experts

 LAPD Threat Management Unit

 Salem-Keizer school district’s threat assessment team – Ore

 FBI has  a special unit that assists local law enforcement



GUN LAWS 

IN PA

 REGISTRATION OF FIREARMS

 SALES OF FIREARMS

 AGE TO POSSESS FIREARMS

 STAND YOUR GROUND LAWS

 CONCEAL CARRY LAW

 OPEN CARRY LAW

 EMPLOYMENT USE OF GUNS

 PA UNIFORM FIREARMS ACT



Just a quick summary

Domestic Violence Law  - just signed into law by Gov. Wolf

Individuals with final protection from abuse order must 

turn in guns  -

Within 24 hours

To an official person i.e. lawyer – police etc (not their brother –

best friend Joe)

Other PA Law Tidbits

 Able to carry concealed weapon into establishment that 

serves alcohol



Impact of Gun Regulation

According to an undercover investigation by the City of New 

York, 62% of private online firearm sellers agreed to sell a firearm 

to a buyer even after the buyer had told the seller that he or she 

probably could not pass a background check.9

From 2009 to 2012, states that required background 

checks on all handgun sales or permits had 35% fewer 

gun deaths per capita than states without that 

background check requirement.



Impact of Gun Regulation
New research study on efficacy of state gun laws – 3 stood out 

 Laws requiring firearm identification through ballistic imprinting 
or microstamping were found to reduce the projected 
mortality risk by 84 percent 

 Ammunition background checks by 82 percent 

 Universal background checks for all gun purchases by 61 
percent

Federal implementation of all 3 laws projected to reduce the 
national firearm death rate from current 4.34  to  0.16 per 100,000, 

the study says.



Where to find what Gun Laws Exist

See handout for resources on finding 

existing PA Gun Laws 



A Walk Down Memory Lane



1967
Jane Mansfield is killed when her 

car runs under the rear end of a 

tractor trailer.  Since then, all trailers 

have a DOT bar at the rear to keep 

cars from going under them

1982
7 people died of cyanide poisoning 

when Tylenol packaging was 

tampered with.  Since then, it takes 

a PhD, channel locks and a sharp 

object to get into a bottle of pills.

1995 
A bomb using a certain kind of fertilizer, 

solution grade ammonium nitrate killed 

168 people, so the government imposed 

severe restrictions on the purchase of that 

fertilizer.

2001 
1 person attempts to blow up a plane with a shoe bomb.  Since then, all air 

travelers have to take off their shoes for scanning before being allowed to board.

1972
3 heavily armed men (guns and 

grenades) hijack Southern airlines 

flight 49 for over 30 hours – threaten to 

fly it into a nuclear reactor – congress 

passed legislation mandating physical 

screening  for all airline passengers as 

of Jan 5  1973. 



Since 1968  

1,516,863 people have died from guns 

on American soil.

Gun violence kills an average of  40 people a day

And all today’s  legislators manage is thoughts and prayers 



Ingredients 

of Successful 

Social 

Advocacy 

Campaigns 

 NOT FEDERAL ONLY 

FOCUS 

 UNDERSTANDING 

POWER STRUCTURES

 ONE ON ONE 

RELATIONSHIPS



Not Federal Only Focus
National Strategy Based on States

Winning movements that peaked since 1980 have 
adopted a states first strategy
 Mothers against drunk driving

 LGBTQ Marriage rights 

 Gun Lobby

 Suffragist movement – a majority of states had suffrage by the time it 
reached national courts

 Civil rights – ½ US states had anti discrimination laws by the time the 1964 Civil 
Rights Act was passed

“Change doesn’t come From Washington – it comes to Washington”

Leslie R. Crutchfield – How Change Happens



Who has the Power

There is a  

common idea 

that power is a 

monolithic 

entity residing 

in the person 

or position of 

a ruler or 

ruling body



Consent Theory Of Power

 First articulated by the sixteenth-century French philosopher 

Etienne de La Boétie also used extensively today by Gene 

Sharp . . . .  .

Political elites/those in power depend on the 

obedience and cooperation of ordinary citizens 

And the compliance of key specialist groups 

skilled tradespeople, businesspeople, bureaucrats, 

police and the military      (legislators)



Consent Theory of Power

 People obey elites for a variety of reasons, particularly a fear 

of punishments but also

habit | respect for authority | moral obligation  | self-interest | ignorance | 

psychological identification with elites  |   indifference |  disempowerment

Consent is also engineered - elites use various devices to 
induce obedience.

ideology, selective distribution of material benefits, distractions like sport & entertainment 

created hierarchies of privilege that attract key supporters, from the wider population 

 As a result, most people lack the organization to resist



Consent Theory of Power 

Those pillars 

topple . . .  

Pillars of support     

are required to    

maintain the       

status quo 

As advocates 

exert influence 

over pillars of 

support 

Obedience and cooperation are not inevitable - despite incentives and the 

threat of sanctions, cooperation is still a choice and it may be withdrawn.

that’s how 

change 

happens



QUERY ON PEACE 

What are we doing as individuals and as a 

meeting, to understand and remove the         

causes of war and violence and to work                         

for the development of the institutions                  

and attitudes  of peace?


